Iconic
Timeless, approachable casegoods suited to outfit a multitude
of private office, shared, and ancillary applications.

WHAT LEGENDS
ARE MADE OF.
With a nod to the ‘50s and ‘60s, Iconic’s clean lines, tapered
legs, and unexpected details present a timeless, approachable
quality while being suited to outfit a multitude of areas,
including private office, open plan/benching, storage
components, small meeting areas, and ancillary spaces.
Make Iconic your own with:
• A choice of three edge profiles—square, knife, and illusion
(a unique style found only on Iconic)
• Contrasting components, like the top, chassis, modesty,
accents, and legs, to create a signature look
• Integrated feature accents within modesty panels, pulls,
and cabinets to allow for a truly personalized specification
• A holistic surface materials palette—veneer finishes,
woodgrain and solid laminate tops and accents, 3D
laminate tops, black and chrome metal accents, and
a nearly endless range of graded-in and contract
upholsteries
Iconic is responsible too. It considers the environment by using
renewable and recyclable materials, allowing it to achieve
BIFMA level® and indoor air quality certifications.

Signature Styling.
We strived to break-through the everyday...while providing for
everyday. The outcome is an offering that exudes signature styling
coupled with functional form. The outcome is Iconic.
Select from a variety of table, double, and single pedestal desks,
run-off surfaces, returns, bridges, credenzas, storage dividers,
bookcases, and hutches, along with a wide variety of options and
accessories to personalize a broad range of applications.

A Twist of Flair.
Add Iconic's one-of-a-kind
Twisted Bookcases to your
setting to add interest.
Available in left or right, 51"H
or 72"H, and with an optional
interior cabinet accent.

Broad Flexibility.
Iconic's strength is in the flexibility and broad range of
usage. Create a signature look for the C-Suite. Connect
a team to foster productivity. Delineate space in
collaborative areas. Outfit small meeting or huddle rooms,
or simply add storage with flair.

Unexpected Details.
Finger pulls and optional
modesty accents allow
for additional design details
in veneer, HPL, or fabric.

Create Inspiring Destinations.
Iconic's storage pieces make it easy to add furniture in shared spaces to provide additional seating or filing.

Thoughtful Options & Features.
From 3D Laminates to unique features, contrasting materials to
unexpected details, Iconic brings a new approach to casegoods.
The beauty is in the craftsmanship, grace, and modern sensibility.
Not to mention the features that only Iconic can offer: Illusion profile,
finger pull, modesty, and cabinet accents, twisted bookcases, and
uniquely crafted legs that provide a fresh perspective at every angle.

Space Division. Storage. Style.
Iconic's Storage Dividers provide design and function
in a variety of applications. Use them in collaborative
spaces to delineate space between settings or place
them against a wall for additional storage.
Available with an optional interior cabinet accent,
black or chrome accents, and in multiple heights.

Statement of Line:

Surface Materials:
Veneer and Laminate Options
Our veneer options feature our UV topcoat finish, UVAdvantage. The result is a low-emitting finish that provides exceptional depth, clarity, durability, and chemical
resistance throughout the life of the product. 3D laminate surfaces eliminate the need for edge banding, visible seams, and special edge treatments. Our Matte White
and Matte Black options are not only durable, they leave no fingerprints. The matte, soft touch finish will add a sense of luxury, beauty, and style to any interior space.
Our Concrete option features a city-inspired, grey concrete surface with an embossed texture that is real to the touch and feel.

Double Ped Desks

Returns

Single Ped Desks

Bridge Surfaces

Wall Mount and Surface
Mount Hutches

Table Desks

Run Off Table Desks
Clear Maple (CM)
Veneer

Oak Riftwood (ORW)
Veneer, HPL

Sunglow Walnut (SW)
Veneer

Fawn Oak (FO)
Veneer

Weathered Ash (WTA)
Veneer, HPL

Smoky Brown Pear (SBP)
Veneer, HPL

Asian Night (AS)
Veneer, HPL

Tavern Teak (TT)
Veneer

Harvest Maple (HVM)
Veneer, HPL

Medium Oak (MO)
Veneer

Golden Cherry (GC)
Veneer, HPL

Legacy Walnut (LW)
Veneer

Artisan Walnut (AW)
Veneer

Shaker Cherry (SKC)
Veneer, HPL

Select Cherry (SCH)
Veneer, HPL

Williamsburg Cherry (WC) Harvest Walnut (HW)
Veneer, HPL
Veneer

Dark Cherry (DC)
Veneer

Mahogany Walnut (MW)
Veneer, HPL

Columbian Walnut (CO)
Veneer, HPL

Dark Forest Walnut (DFW)
Veneer

Espresso (EW/EF)
Veneer, HPL

Concrete (CR3)
3D Laminate

Matte Black (BL3)
3D Laminate

Matte White (WH3)
3D Laminate

Black (BL)
HPL

Standard & Low Height Credenzas

Low Surface Mount Hutches

Top Unit and Standard Bookcases

Twisted Bookcases

Accent Laminate Options

Freestanding and Low Surface
Mount Open Storage/Dividers

Storage/Wardrobes

L-Shelves

Component Cushions

Designer White (WH)
HPL

White Sand (WS)
HPL

Fashion Grey (FHG)
HPL

Pepperdust (PPD)
HPL

Slate Grey (SG)
HPL

Blush (BSH)
HPL

Enamel (ENL)
HPL

First Kiss (FK)
HPL

Summer Vacation (SV)
HPL

Surfin USA (SUS)
HPL

Metal Finish Options

Black (BLK)

Tackboards

Power/Data Accessories

WorkWalls & Accessories

Kneespace Options

Chrome (CHRM)

Task Lighting

Upholstery Options
Our Upholstered Finger Pulls, Modesty Accents, and Tackboards give you complete freedom to add to your furniture in the colors
and designs of your choice. Select from a broad range of graded-in and contract upholsteries.

Colors represented are high-resolution reproductions and may vary slightly from the actual product. To
order samples, please contact our Customer Service team or order online at www.indianafurniture.com.
Graining and finish colors may vary, yet will continue to complement, across Veneer, HPL, TFL, and Seating
products due to the inherent differences of these materials.

Effortless Integration.
Iconic's modern, mid-century vibe allows it to fluidly
complement other furniture, like Rockstar, Britta, KickStart, and
Me, Myself, and I Seating, to create a cohesive environment.
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